FALL 2020

Hoarding Cases, Medical Surge….Fundraising Disaster Looms!
Another fundraising disaster! We are now cancelling our 5K Race for this fall. It is our third largest fundraiser
of the year and joins the Dachshund Races in the list of fundraising events that have been cancelled.
Now our only source of income is what we receive in response to our mailings like this one!
The good news is that hundreds of animals left our Transport and Rehab Center in July and August despite
continuing lockdowns in many states. One group had to send a transport from Georgia to Abilene to pick up the dogs.
They then off-loaded the dogs in Tennessee to continue their trip to an undisclosed northeastern state that was banning
traffic from Texas! Our transports sent animals to Wisconsin, New Mexico, Illinois, Florida, New York, and
another undisclosed state in July and August.
We helped Abilene Animal Services save over 130 dogs and cats in one week August.

Saving Special Dogs

We have several partner groups that specialize in special needs dogs allowing us to move lots of senior dogs and
snappy dogs to new homes this summer from pounds. Tiny Farah tried to bite everyone. At her foster home she
became a lover!

Bruce 13

Penelope 13

Morgana 12

Snooky 12

Bevo 11

Help us Save Migallo!

Migallo was in trouble at Abilene Animal Services. He was very sick,
and no one knew what was wrong.
Dr. Allen Bolt found that much of his trouble was from a Thyroid
problem. Of course, seriously infected ears, a skin infection, and
starvation were
not helping. After
packing the dog’s
ears, Dr. Bolt started medications,
and we began daily
medicated baths.
Migallo loves the
baths, but we have
a long road ahead.
Since we have cancelled our 5K Race, we hope you will run to the post office and send us a check!

You can also donate online:
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60+ Dogs at House in Woods!

Three recently dead puppies and the remains of several dead adult
dogs in a shed indicated this was not going to be easy. Our team just
kept finding more dogs everywhere out in the country near Dublin.
One of our partner groups had been working with a man
in poor health for some time. They were feeding the dogs
and trying to catch them, but they were wild with plenty of
room to roam. The owner was in the hospital and not
expected to return to his camper in the woods. We took as
many dogs as we could catch and are continuing to work with
our partners to round up more of them.

Just Down the Road

It was just a “little piece” down the road from the
“big” hoarding case that we found more dogs in
distress that our partners had arranged for us to
pick up. Country living, at least for many dogs, is
not all green grass and swimming in the pond!

PARVO Hoarding?

							

Failing Health and 12 Chihuahuas

When Abilene Animal Services began picking up dogs
from a local hoarder there was a problem. First, lots of
puppies. Next, they were all breaking with PARVO. We
rushed 14 puppies and 4 adults to Dr. Bolt, who began
treatment. As the dogs stabilized, we found one of our
partners to take them for further care. Only three of the
puppies died (a major victory). A simple vaccination 		
would have saved them all.

A health care worker in an adjoining county finally
convinced a lady her dogs needed new homes. The
woman was headed to the hospital to have both legs
amputated due to blood clots and heart problems and
would probably not be coming home We picked up 12
Chihuahuas and a cat. Most of the dogs were living
under a porch and had horrible flea infestations.
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